THE BUILDING OF PROTESTANT ENGLAND
She was now eighteen years of age. The danger of Scotland
aad France being united under one crown had disappeared,
but Mary was still the legitimate heiress to the throne of
England, and against her Cecil would maintain an unceasing
hostility. When she left for her own country in the August
of 1561 Cecil attempted to intercept her upon the sea, off the
East Coast, the English Government having already refused
leave for the Queen to pass through English territory. The
attempt to intercept the Queen of Scotland having failed,
she landed at Leith on August 19, 1561, after a four-days
voyage. But she had entered a den of wolves. The astonishing
thing is, not that she failed single-handed to master such a
pack, but that she held on as long as she did. Her courage was
indomitable, but her judgment wayward, and her attitude in
face of the very violent forces arrayed against her was one of
bewilderment.
The Darnley Marriage. The Queen of Scots from various
candidates for her hand chose her first cousin Darnley. He
was tall and good-looking, weak and corrupt in character, and
though little more than a boy (he was three years younger
than Mary, not yet twenty) was already thoroughly corrupt.
He represented, as she did, the Catholic tradition. He was
descended, as she was, from the sister of Henry VIII, and
therefore also, like her, had a-claim (though a weaker one) to
the English crown. Why Elizabeth allowed the marriage, seeing
that Darnley had been brought up at her court, may be debated;
it may be because it put an end to any question there might
have been of Mary's marrying Elizabeth's own favourite,
Dudley, to whom she had already become attached. And why
Cecil permitted the match is still more difficult to understand
—the Darnley marriage strengthened Mary's claim to the
English throne and would apparently strengthen the Catholic
position in Scotland. It has been imagined that Cecil acted
with the farsighted view that Darnley's vile character would
soon lead to further trouble north of the border; but this is
unlikely, and it is more probable that he had not the power to
prevent Darnley's going to Scotland to marry the Queen.
Elizabeth wrote a letter of protest to Mary against the match
too late, in May 1565; in the early July of that same year Mary
married Darnley secretly, and on the 2Qth of the month went
through the public ceremony with him,
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